ABSTRACT Although a great deal of work has gone into construction of the irreducible representations of the symmetric group :,, (and ofthe general linear group) a simple, intuitive characterization of the symmetry classes is ming. Relying on a systematic distinction between permutations of variables and permutations of places, we provide two such characterizations, showing that elements belonging to any such symmetry class can be described in one of two ways: (i) as the solutions of explicitly given (though not independent) sets of linear equatibns or (i) as linear combinations of "simple" elements of a given symmetry class, a simple element being a generalization to an arbitrary symmetry class of the notion of a decomposable skew-symmetric tensor. where ai E L and bj E P. In general, the sequences {a,, a2, a3, ... ., ak} and {b,, b2, b3, . . , bk} have repeated elements.
image of i in a composition is written Ci and is called a part of the composition. The parts Ci of a composition ir of a set S are pairwise disjoint, and their union is the set S.
A shape A = (Al, A2,. . .) is a sequence of positive integers such that Al . A2 . . . . The set Dom(n) of all shapes with Al + A2 + . . . = n is assumed ordered by the dominance order A c whenever (i) A1l ' We say that 7r is a standard Young diagram if it satisfies cq < ci+1j for all i and j. If A is the shape of ir, then the shape of dual composition (or dual Young diagram) IT* is denoted by A*.
Section 2. The Letterplace Algebra
Let L and P be finite linearly ordered sets of n elements each. Elements of L will be called letters, elements of P will be called places. We denote by [LIP] where ai E L and bj E P. In general, the sequences {a,, a2, a3, ... ., ak} and {b,, b2, b3, . . , bk} have repeated elements.
If all ai are distinct as well as all bj, we say that the monomial is proper. When the monomial m is proper, the set {a,, a2, a3, ak} is the letter support and the set {bl, b2, b3, * * , bk} is the place support of the monomial m. When the monomial m is proper and both the letter and the place supports are the sets L and P, respectively, we say that the monomial m isfull.
If A = {a, < a2 < a3 < . .. < ak} and B = {b, < b2 < b3 < . . . < bkd are subsets of L and P, we set pos(AIB) = Z (ajjbai)(a2Iba2) ... (aklb,*) and neg(AIB) = > sign(q)'(ajjb.1)(a2jbO,2) ... (aklbak).
In both cases, the sum ranges over all permutations o, ofthe set {1, 2, . . . , k}.
If the sets A and B do not have the same cardinality, then set pos(AIB) = neg(AIB) = 0.
An element of the letterplace algebra of the form pos(AIB) will be called apositive biproduct, and an element of the form neg(AIB) will be called a negative biproduct. 
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Section 3. Partialy Ordered Sets with Involution
Recall that a filter F in a finite partially ordered set P is a subset ofP such that ifA E Fand ,u >. A, then j, E F. To every element A ofa finite partially ordered set P we assign the filter (>A) = {M: .-A}, and the filter (>A) = {p:A > A}.
If P D C, the filter generated by C is the smallest filter containing C.
Every filter is generated by the set ofits minimal elements, or generators.
An involution of P is a bijection A A-* *, such that (i) If /A A, then 1L* < A*.
(ii) A** = A. The mapping that sends a shape A to the dual shape A* is an involution of the partially ordered set Dom(n).
If P D C, let C* = {A*:A E C}. PROPOSITION 13. If F is a filter in a partially ordered set with involution, it is not in general true that F" = F. may now assume that only terms a-(r, r)neg(ir, x) such that neg(ir, T) is of shape A and , is -A* occur on the right of Eq. 2. Since (T+, m) = 0 for all T+ in Span(A, +), we infer that 0 > a-(1, T)(T+, neg(IT, x)) [3] for all T+ in Span(A, +).
Ifthe coefficients a-(r, T) are regarded as unknowns in Eq. 3, the system has a unique solution by Proposition 2, and we conclude that a-(r, T) = 0. The proof of part ii of Theorem I is similar.
A similar argument proves the following: 11. Span(A*, -) A Span((>A), +)'. Proof: By Theorem 1, conditions 1, 3, and 5 define the same symmetry class, conditions 2, 4, and 6 define the same symmetry class, and conditions 7 and 8 define the same symmetry class. We prove that both condition 5 and condition 6 define the same symmetry class as condition 7. It will suffice to prove that Remark: The strongest among the above conditions are 1, 2, 7, 9, 10, and 11.
Section S. Examples of Symmetry Classes
Consider the vector space Y of all functions of n variables f(xl, x2, ... ., x") (i.e., elements of the Young module).
If o E X, and if ao sends i to j, say, then the place permutation Pl(a) sends the functionfto the function Pl(a)f having at thejth place the variable that occupied the ith place off.
By Theorem 2, the symmetry class of functions of shape A can be computed as the subspace of all functions satisfying the equations for letters given by all positive Young bitableaux whose shape is one of the generators of the filter (>A*) and the equations for places given by all negative bitableaux whose shape is one of the generators of the filter (>A), as in condition 9. These equations uniquely define the symmetry class.
Alternatively, one can characterize functions belonging to a strict symmetry class by their internal symmetry. Let or be a Young diagram of shape A on the set of letters, and let p be a Young diagram of shape A* on the set of places. A function fixj, x2, . . . , x,,) is said to be simple with tableau (ir, p) of shape A when the following hold:
(a) Ifx and y are any two among the variables {x1, x2, . x"} that belong to the same part of ir, and iff' is obtained from fby permuting the variables x and y, then f' = f.
(b) If i and j are any two among the places {1, 2,... , n} that belong to the same part of p, and if f is obtained from fby permuting the places i and j, then fI = -f. [41 Thus, a function is a cyclic-symmetric function if and only if it satisfies Eq. 4.
The classification of symmetry classes of functions by symmetric, skew-symmetric, and cyclic-symmetric equations extends to functions of any number of variables.
Alternatively, we may define a simple cyclic-symmetric function as a function that is invariant under a single transposition of two letters, and which changes sign under a single transposition of two places. Condition 7 of Theorem 2 states that every cyclic-symmetric function is a sum of simple cyclic-symmetric functions.
Example 2: For the symmetry class A = (2, 2), both the filter A' and the filter A*± have as generator the shape (3, 1) . A function f(xj, x2, X3, x4) belongs to the symmetry class (2, 2) if and only if it satisfies the four equations f(xl, X2, X3, X4) +f(xl, X4, X2, X3) +f(X1, X3, X4, X2) = 0 f(xl, X2, X3, x4) +f(x4, X2, X1, X3) +f(X3, X2, X4, X1) = 0 f(xl, X2, X3, X4) +f(x4, X1, X3, X2) +f(X2, X4, X3, X1) = 0 f(xl, X2, X3, x4) +f(X3, X1, X2, X4) +f(X2, X3, X1, X4) = 0; in other words, a function f(x1, X2, X3, x4) belongs to the symmetry class (2, 2) when it satisfies all equations obtained by cyclically permuting three of the four variables while keeping the fourth one fixed.
Example 3: A simple functionf(x1, x2, X3, X4) with tableaux X = {X1, X2} + {X3, X4} and p = {1, 3} + {2, 4} of shape (2, 2) is invariant under transposition of the variables x1, x2, as well as under transposition of the variables X3, x4, and it changes sign under transposition of the places 1, 3, and 2, 4. For example,f(x1, X2, X3, X4) = f(x2, X2, x3, x4) andf(x1, X2, X3, X4) =f(xi, X2, X4, X3) because ofinvariance ofletter permutations, and Pl((13))f(x1, x2, X3, X4) = -f(X1, X2, X3, x4) as well as Pl( (24) (ii) Svj U Svj U . . . C;, l c j cr.
(iii) Each of the sets Sij has at most one element.
A necessary and sufficient condition that an interpolant exist for the pair of Young diagrams x,ix' of the set S is that for every part Ci of ir and for every part C of IT', the set C, n C) have at most one element.
If such a condition is met, then the interpolant is unique. IffA is thb number of standard Young diagrams of shape A, then k(Ir) = n!/fA.
